
Check the coordinating conjunction that correctly completes each sentence.
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Name :

Coordinating Conjunctions

1) A birthday party is very exciting enjoyable.

2)

a)  for c)  orb)  but

I love birthday parties, I get to play a lot of games.

3)

a)  and c)  norb)  so

There are balloons and streamers all around, the place looks very colorful.

4)

a)  for c)  butb)  nor

The masks and caps are fun, the games are twice as fun.

5)

a)  so c)  orb)  yet

The birthday cakes are so delicious, I don't eat too many.

6)

a)  and c)  forb)  so

I meet new children make new friends at a birthday party.

7)

a)  but c)  andb)  nor

I don't like bursting balloons, do I enjoy giving birthday bumps.

8)

a)  nor c)  sob)  or

Unwrapping birthday presents return gifts is very exciting.

9)

a)  but c)  sob)  for

My favorite game is treasure hunt, I also enjoy hide-and-seek.

10)

a)  but c)  andb)  nor

Blowing out the candles singing the birthday song make you feel very special.

Birthday

Party

a)  but c)  andb)  for
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Name :
Answer Key

Coordinating Conjunctions

1) A birthday party is very exciting enjoyable.

2)

a)  for c)  orb)  but

I love birthday parties, I get to play a lot of games.

3)

a)  and c)  norb)  so

There are balloons and streamers all around, the place looks very colorful.

4)

a)  for c)  butb)  nor

The masks and caps are fun, the games are twice as fun.

5)

a)  so c)  orb)  yet

The birthday cakes are so delicious, I don't eat too many.

6)

a)  and c)  forb)  so

I meet new children make new friends at a birthday party.

7)

a)  but c)  andb)  nor

I don't like bursting balloons, do I enjoy giving birthday bumps.

8)

a)  nor c)  sob)  or

Unwrapping birthday presents return gifts is very exciting.

9)

a)  but c)  sob)  for

My favorite game is treasure hunt, I also enjoy hide-and-seek.

10)

a)  but c)  andb)  nor

Blowing out the candles singing the birthday song make you feel very special.

Birthday

Party

a)  but c)  andb)  for


